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Introduction: Isotopic compositions of several el-

ements in the primitive planetary materials have been 

used to understand the cosmochemical evolution pro-

cesses of the early solar system. High-precision isotop-

ic data of carbonaceous chondrites have revealed that 

their isotopic composition differed slightly from that of 

terrestrial material, suggesting the heterogeneous dis-

tribution of nucleosynthetic isotopic components (Sr, 

Ba, Nd and Sm and so on: [1–5]). Comprehensive 

measurements of the elemental abundances and the 

isotopic compositions of multiple elements in primi-

tive planetary materials make it possible to systemati-

cally discuss the origin of the isotopic variations. 

 Ba and Sr are suitable elements for the isotopic 

study to infer the origin and diversity of nucleosynthet-

ic components because of their specific nuclear signa-

tures. Elements heavier than Fe are synthesized mainly 

by the s-process, the r-process, and the p-process. The 

multiple stable isotopes of Ba and Sr consists of s-, r- 

and p-process components. 135Ba in primitive planetary 

materials may be affected by radiogenic components 

decayed from the presently extinct 135Cs (t1/2 = 2.3 Ma). 

87Sr contains a radiogenic component that was derived 

from the decay of 87Rb (t1/2 = 48.8 Ga). Ba isotopic 

data for primitive planetary materials showed isotopic 

anomalies of 135Ba correlated with 137Ba, and their Sr 

isotopic data showed isotopic anomalies of 84Sr. These 

results suggested the heterogeneous distribution of the 

nucleosynthetic components of the s-process isotopes 

in the early solar system [2–3, 5]. In addition, Ba and 

Sr isotopic data for the chemical separates of CI and 

CM chondrites (CI and CM, respectively) and Tagish 

Lake (TL) meteorite (C2-ungrouped) showed larger 

nucleosynthetic isotopic anomalies than those of whole 

rock samples [6–9]. The remarkable isotopic anomalies 

of the acid residues in CI, CM, and TL are isotopic 

evidence for the enrichment of s-process isotopes 

caused by the presence of presolar SiC grains [10–13]. 

Therefore, Ba and Sr isotopic studies in primitive plan-

etary materials provide information of the presences of 

several additional nucleosynthetic components in the 

early solar system and chronological approaches using 
135Cs–135Ba and 87Rb–87Sr decay systems [5–7, 9, 14].  

The 135Cs isotopic abundance in the early solar sys-

tem is still debated in the cosmochemical and astro-

physical fields. However, it is difficult to detect an 

isotopic excess of 135Ba from the Ba isotopic data for 

primitive planetary materials with a generally low 

Cs/Ba ratio [6–7, 9]. The isotopic excess of 135Ba de-

rived from decayed 135Cs may be hidden by isotopic 

anomalies caused by the heterogeneous distribution of 

additional nucleosynthetic components in primitive 

planetary materials [5–7, 9]. 

In this study, we report the elemental abundance 

and Sr and Ba isotopic composition of the chemical 

separates from three CM2 chondrites, Cold Bokkeveld, 

Murray, and Nogoya and provide a detailed discussion 

of the origin of these isotopic anomalies. We also 

would like to refer to the estimation of the 135Cs isotop-

ic abundance in the early solar system. 

Experimental method: A sequential acid-leaching 

experiment was conducted based on previous studies 

[9, 14] to discuss the origin of isotopic anomalies in 

primitive planetary materials. The majority of each 

powdered sample (600~1000 mg) was leached using 

10 mL of 0.1 M acetic acid-ammonium acetate, 0.1 M 

HCl, 2 M HCl, and aqua regia, successively. The acid 

residue was finally decomposed by HF-HClO4 about 

150 ℃ for 5 days. Separately from the above leaching 

treatment, about 100 mg of powdered sample was de-

composed by HF–HClO4, and treated as a whole rock 

(WR) for analysis. Each solution was divided into two 

portions; a major portion for Ba and Sr isotopic anal-

yses by TIMS and another minor portion for the de-

termination of elemental abundances of Rb, Sr, Cs, Ba 

and rare earth elements by ICP-MS. 

 For the isotopic analyses, each major portion was 

treated with conventional resin chemistry to purify the 

Sr and Ba fractions [9]. The sample solution was load-

ed onto a cation exchange resin packed column 

(AG50WX8, 200–400 mesh, H+ form, 50 mm length × 

4.0 mm diameter). The column was washed with 3.5 

mL of 2 M HCl for the elution of major elements, and 

then it was washed with 3.5 mL of 2 M HCl for the 

elution of the Sr fraction. Finally, the column was 

washed with 3 mL of 2 M HNO3 for the elution of the 

Ba fraction. For further purification, each of the Sr and 

Ba fraction was loaded onto a Sr resin packed column 

(Eichrom, Sr resin, particle size of 100–150 μm, 50 

mm length × 4.0 mm diameter). To elute Sr, the col-

umn was washed with 2.5 mL of 3 M HNO3 and 3 mL 

of ultrapure water. To elute Ba, the column was 

washed with 3.5 mL of 3 M HNO3 and was washed 

with 6.5 mL of 7.5 M HNO3.  
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Results and Discussion: The Ba and Sr isotopic 

data of the WRs of CMs show small (-1 <   < 1) or no 

isotopic variations within the analytical errors. Howev-

er, the Ba and Sr isotopic data from most of the chemi-

cal separates show variable isotopic anomalies of, 

130Ba, 132Ba, 135Ba, 137Ba, 138Ba, and 84Sr. The Ba and 

Sr isotopic data of the acid residues show variable iso-

topic deficits of 130Ba, 132Ba, 135Ba, 137Ba, 138Ba, and 
84Sr, suggesting the enrichment of a carrier of s-

process isotopes, such as presolar SiC grains [11–14]. 

These isotopic data set suggest a heterogeneous distri-

bution of nucleosynthetic s-process components of Ba 

and Sr isotopes in the early solar system.  

Figs. 1(a) and (b) show the correlation diagrams for 

135Ba vs. 137Ba and 138Ba vs. 137Ba from the indi-

vidual chemical separates of the CMs used in this 

study, and from previous data [6–9]. The shaded zones 

in the Figs. 1 indicate the reference Ba isotopic data 

assuming the contribution of the s-process component 

[11–13]. Most data points of chemical separates and 

WRs in carbonaceous chondrites are plotted in the 

shaded zone, suggesting that these data can be attribut-

ed mainly to the nucleosynthetic s-process components 

[6–9]. However, all data points are not plotted in the 

shaded zone, suggesting that the measured isotopic 

data could not be explained solely by the contribution 

of nucleosynthetic s-process components. In previous 

studies [6–9], the Ba and Sr isotopic data of the acid 

residue in CI, CM, and TL showed large isotopic 

anomalies because of the enrichment of a carrier of s-

process isotopes such as presolar SiC grains [11–14]. 

However, the Ba isotopic data for the acid residues in 

Cold Bokkeveld, Murray, and Nogoya show an isotop-

ic excess of 138Ba in the shaded zone (Fig. 1(b)). As 

one of the possibilities, there is a contribution of X-

type SiC grains, which are thought to come from type 

II supernovae (n-process components) [15–16].  

Assuming that all Ba isotopes of the acid residues 

are a mixture of s- and n-process components and the 

radiogenic components of 135Ba derived from decayed 
135Cs, we propose a model to estimate the 135Cs isotop-

ic abundances from the subtraction of the additional 

nucleosynthetic components. The correlation of the 

upper limits of 135Ba isotopic data obtained from the 

model with Cs/Ba ratio in the acid residues provides 

the upper limit of the 135Cs isotopic abundance 

(135Cs/133Cs), as (2.28 ± 0.43/2.28 ± 0.41)  10−4 for 

Cold Bokkeveld, (1.40 ± 1.21/1.39 ± 0.85)  10−4 for 

Murray, and (4.32 ± 0.68/4.31 ± 0.65)  10−4 for 

Nogoya, respectively. 
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Fig. 1. Correlation diagrams of (a) 135Ba vs. 137Ba 

and (b) 138Ba vs. 137Ba for the individual chemical 

separates of the Cold Bokkeveld, Murray, and Nogoya. 

The gray zones in the figures show two components 

mixing data between the average of solar system com-

ponents and s-process components from presolar SiC 

grains [11–13]. For the comparison in other primitive 

meteorites, the data of chemical separates of carbona-

ceous chondrites are also shown in the figures [6–9]. 
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